Dear Senators Cardin and Wicker:

On behalf of the undersigned organizations, advocates for taxpayers and for fiscal responsibility in the federal budget, we write to express our concerns with a new and possibly $68 billion stimulus bill in response to the disruptions of the COVID-19 pandemic. While our organizations recognize and appreciate the considerable challenges still facing American families and businesses, we believe that it would be irresponsible for Congress to commit potentially tens of billions of dollars in new taxpayer funds to businesses at this stage of the pandemic.

The U.S. federal government has spent extraordinary amounts of taxpayer resources combatting the public health and economic effects of the pandemic since March 2020. Across just six pieces of legislation, lawmakers have enacted policies that the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) projects will increase spending by $4.57 trillion and decrease revenues by $560 billion through fiscal year (FY) 2030 – a total deficit impact of more than $5.1 trillion. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), no advanced or emerging market economy in the world rivaled the U.S. in terms of additional COVID-19 spending (or foregone revenue) as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) from January 2020 through October 2021. The U.S. committed 25.5 percent of 2020 GDP to additional COVID-19 spending (or foregone revenue), while economic peers like Canada (15.9 percent), the United Kingdom (19.3 percent), and South Korea (6.4 percent) committed far fewer resources, both on a nominal basis and as a percentage of GDP.

Rising cases and hospitalizations due to the omicron variant no doubt present a challenge to America’s health infrastructure and workforce, but economic data do not suggest businesses urgently need tens of billions of dollars in additional, taxpayer-funded grants. The unemployment rate stood at 3.9 percent in December 2021, less than a half a percentage point higher than the nation’s pre-pandemic low. For months, there have been more job openings than unemployed persons, with the rate of unemployed persons per job opening matching a 15-year low. We do not dispute that some businesses and industries are struggling more than others, but your reported effort to set up multiple industry-specific funds would amount to the government picking winners and losers with taxpayer dollars – all at a time when the data suggest the American economy is slowly improving.
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Public reporting has further indicated that the $68 billion proposal contemplated by you and your colleagues “could include a mix of new spending and a repurposing of some unused cash authorized under previous packages.” While we strongly dispute there is any pressing need for $68 billion in additional stimulus, should lawmakers determine that additional commitments are necessary, these funds should come only from unobligated and undisbursed funding authorized and appropriated under previous COVID-19 relief bills. Not a single new taxpayer dollar should be committed to this proposed effort, not with trillions of dollars already charged to the taxpayers’ credit card.

Tracking at USASpending.gov indicates that up to $500 billion in unobligated budgetary resources may remain available from previously enacted COVID relief legislation. This includes $107 billion from state and local government funding accounts, at least $62 billion from Small Business Administration (SBA) loan and grant accounts, and $18 billion from the Education Stabilization Fund. Though the government’s data is a few months old at this point, it is reasonable to expect that, at a minimum, tens of billions of dollars in already-approved COVID relief funding has not yet been obligated or disbursed by federal agencies.

If some lawmakers are concerned about additional public health funding to combat the omicron surge and not additional funding for business grants, we would still ask lawmakers to look first and foremost at the potentially billions of dollars in authorized, appropriated, but unobligated and undisbursed COVID relief funding available in public health accounts. We strongly believe it is possible for the government to combat the effects of omicron without saddling America’s taxpayers with additional debt.

Thank you for your consideration of our concerns. Should you have any questions or would like to meet with representatives of our organizations, we are at your service.

Sincerely,

National Taxpayers Union
Americans for Prosperity
Americans for Tax Reform
Council for Citizens Against Government Waste
R Street Institute
Taxpayers for Common Sense
Taxpayers Protection Alliance

CC: Members of the United States Senate
     Members of the United States House of Representatives
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